Piece-by-Peace
Changemaker Challenge Survey

1. Have you ever been bullied? Yes or No
2. If so, did you report the bullying? Yes or No
3. In the space below, come up with a scenario for bullying.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Thank You!!!!
9.7 Million Children
3.5 Million Children
6.2 Million Children
“It takes ten times as long to put yourself back together as it does to fall apart.”
— Suzanne Collins, Mockingjay
“Great way to help kids explore how to make choices in difficult situations before the situation actually arises”

Jacob, Senior
“I loved it and my class wants to play it again next class!”

Allison, 6th grade
“Piece by Peace has an ability to transform the discussion into what "we" can all do to eliminate bullying. . . engages each student in the discussion of relationships and life.”

Dr. Jim Schroeder, Pediatric Psychologist
Thank You!